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A
WARM
WEL
COME

2021 SEASON
WHAT AWAITS YOU
Let's start a new season at "Drifters
Paradise" in Sweden and Austria. Like last
year, we have a large selection of vehicles,
training formats and varied tracks ready
for you.

AUSTRIA
"SERVUS" LUNGAU
The past season on our new training
facility was an all out success!
Double driving time, perfect ice
quality and first-class vehicle
selection. Look forward to maximum
drifting fun in the "Thomatal" valley.

SWEDEN
WELCOME BACK TO MALÅ
Where else? Sweden as an unrivalled
refuge: Forget global politics and the
hustle and bustle of everyday life for
a moment. The nirvana of drifting
awaits you. A magical winter
landscape, true rally feeling, the finest
vehicles and an experienced team
await you.
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THE
2021
SEASON
Quer ist mehr has stood for professional driving events on all types of surfaces for over
10 years. Our team consists of carefully selected and trained instructors who live our
philosophy. Our mission is to convey driving dynamics while providing the greatest
possible driving pleasure and intensive training.
MAXIMUM DRIVING TIME - PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
...that's why our coaches not only text, but are above all experts in bringing you further in
your practice. Our trainings are especially characterized by a high proportion of driving:
In Austria, you will drift up to 120 km a day, and for Sweden, after more than 500 km in
drifting, we recommend a good surgeon who will remove the grin from your face.
2 LOCATIONS - 5 TRAINING MODELS - INFINITE DRIFTING FUN
With our various training programs, vehicle models and the two locations in Austria and
Sweden, we offer drift fans and sports drivers the opportunity to develop their individual
skills and intensively train their car control on ice and snow.
YOUR VEHICLE - YOUR TRAINING
True to our motto "quer ist mehr", we have of course primarily focused on the drift
qualities of the vehicles in our drift fleet for 2021. Our professionals and all-wheel drift
fans can look forward to our proven Subaru WRX STI (manual gearbox) and SEAT Leon
Cupra 300 4drive (DSG). Our Toyota GT86 are particularly suitable for newcomers or
sports car fans who feel comfortable in the rear-wheel drive world of driving dynamics.
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SERVUS IN AUSTRIA
Embedded in the picturesque mountain landscape, the "Thomatal" valley is predestined for optimal
ice quality due to its shady location. Perfect preconditions for our courses.
Look forward to the following highlights in all 3 training models:

THE TRAINING
Introduction to the theoretical basics of drifting
Training vehicles incl. fuel with underride protection
against damage, double or single occupied for an
extra charge
Up to 120 km of driving per day
Experienced trainers and professional equipment
Individual training, feedback and tips tailored to your
experience level
Exciting, varied exercises in driving dynamics on ice
and snow
Competition with winner's trophy
Drinks and catering at the track, lunch in the lodge.
Professional photographer accompanies the event

THE TRACK
Perfectly prepared, diverse handling
course as well as several dynamic areas
and circles in the winter driving park
"Stegergut"

THE FLEET
Subaru WRX STI (Manual) | Seat Leon
Cupra 300 4drive (Automatic) |
ALL WHEEL DRIVE
Toyota GT86 (manual/automatic) |
REAR WHEEL DRIVE

LEVEL
01 Beginner
02 Advanced
03 Professional
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AUSTRIA
Training programs

01

PERFECTION
Experience a 1 day winter drift training in your own vehicle.
8:30 - 16:30
HIGHLIGHTS
Experience handling courses, driving dynamics exercises
on the dynamic area and circle, tailored to your level in
your own vehicle
Individual feedback
Drift competition and winner's trophy

02

PRICES
from 469€
LEVELS

01 02 03

PRECISION
Our 1-day training with one of our all-wheel drive or rearwheel driven sports cars. Our popular winter training classic.
8:30 to 16:30
HIGHLIGHTS
Experience various exciting exercises on the handling courses,
dynamic areas and circles tailored to your personal level and
drive concept in the vehicle provided
Individual feedback
Drift competition and winner's trophy

03

DATES
18.01.- 31.01..

DATES
18.01.- 31.01.
PRICES
from 769€
LEVELS

01 02 03

PASSION
Experience 2 days of winter drift training with one of our fourwheel or rear-wheel driven sports cars. Rally Taxi drives with
Spikes, "Ripperl Dinner" at a mountain lodge and 5-course
dinner included.
Friday 18:00 to Sunday 16:30

HIGHLIGHTS
2 days full of dynamic driving exercises on the perfectly
prepared handling course, dynamic area and circle in
"Thomatal" valley.
Adapted to your personal level and drive concept
IIndividual feedback
Drift competition and winner's trophy
Rally taxi drives and rustic mountain lodge dinner
Overnight stay in a 4* wellness hotel and exclusive dinner

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Video/Datarecording (from 60€)
Single occupation (double driving time) from 279€

DATES
22.01. - 24.01.
29.01. - 31.01.
PRICES
from 2.298€
LEVELS

01 02 03
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VÄLKOMMEN
TILL MALÅ
Welcome to drift heaven. An incomparable winter training on over 10 kilometers of ice tracks, embedded
in the breathtaking winter scenery of our frozen lake in Swedish Lapland (Malå) awaits you. Professional
coaching of our guests, methodical structure of the training and maximum driving time are our quality
standards. Experience true rally feeling, sustainable learning progress and perfect winter drift conditions.

WHAT AWAITS YOU
Subaru WRX STI or Seat Leon Cupra 300 4drive with 1600 hand glued spikes
Over 500km of drifting per weekend
Experienced Instructors
Training in small groups with a maximum of 4 vehicles / 8 participants
A variety of exercises in driving dynamics and car control
Culinary highlights from the Swedish kitchen (e.g. traditional flamed salmon)Overnight stays in a rustic
hotel (single or double room)
Attractive supporting program (additional booking of e.g. dog sled, reindeer farm possible)
Airport transfers Arvidsjaur-Malå-Arvidsjaur

THE TRACK

THE FLEET

Over 10 kilometers of demanding, perfectly
prepared ice tracks, rally course, 120m
dynamic area and circle.

Subaru WRX STI | 300 PS, AWD, Manual
Seat Leon Cupra 4drive | 300 PS, AWD, DSG
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SWEDEN
Training programs

01

POLAR LIGHTS
3 DAYS DRIFTING. FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY.
A special kind of winter driving
experience awaits you: the
breathtaking scenery, a night
rally drive and a flame salmon
dinner in a Swedish tipi. 3 days
drift training, in double occupied
vehicles and a 4 day Sweden
experience.

02

DATES
12.02. - 15.02.
19.02. - 22.02.
26.02. - 01.03.
LEVELS

02 03
PRICE | 3.298€
plus flight

PURE ADRENALINE
2 DAYS DRIFTING. FROM
MONDAY TO WEDNESDAY. For
advanced and professionals.
Perfect your driving skills in
single occupied vehicles with
individual coaching in a variety
of dynamic driving exercises.
Winter training for real
professionals. 2 days intensive
drift training and 3 days Sweden

FAMILY & FRIENDS SPECIAL
We work with our partner Incendo Travel and provide all
accompanying persons with voucher for a snowmobile tour or
other experience worth 199€ such as a visit to the reindeer farm,
ice fishing or a dog sled tour. Accompanying persons only pay for
flight, hotel catering and shuttle. Look forward to unforgettable
moments with your loved ones.
Polar Lights 1.350€
Pure Adrenaline 1.500€

TERMINE
15.-17.02.
LEVELS

02 03
PRICE | 3.650€
plus flight

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Video-/Datarecording
Package (120€)
Reindeer farm, dog sled, ice
fishing, skidoo (199€) on
request
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